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Data assembled during archaeological excavations at Kernavė during the last 23 years lead to a conclusion that a town existed here as early as the second half of the 13th century — the 14th century. A whole complex of sites of the period has been excavated for a number of years, including the town itself on the upper and lower terraces of the Neris, the defence system comprising five hill-forts and a burial ground (Kernavė—Litvinskas Tūjys, 2003). The question, however, is what general urbanization processes the emergence of the town represents, what formation model it followed and under what influences this urban culture was formed.

Contrary to the archaeological evidence, historical sources of the period which have references to Kernavė are very scarce. The town was first mentioned in 1279 when the Livonian Order launched a large-scale military march to the Lithuanian lands reaching as far as Kernavė (Livonijos..., 1991, p. 173). Later references of the town are related to its finale. In 1365 the united troops of the German Order burnt down the castles and the town of Kernavė. In 1390 history repeated itself and the town was never rebuilt. In the second half of the 14th century when the German Order arranged military marches to Lithuania, the castle of Kernavė was mentioned a few times in road descriptions compiled by reconnaissance (Kraitis..., 1988, p. 30–32). Inscriptions in Riga’s book of debts witnessing that representatives of merchants lived in Kernavė at the end of the 13th century. In 1200 reference was made to merchant Rameiže, while in 1303 another merchant, Studiū, was mentioned (Dus Rūgšteigs..., 1872, p. 84). It is also noteworthy that the said Riga’s book of debts contains no references to merchants of other contemporary towns of ethnic Lithuania. The name of the first merchant sounds Lithuanian, while the other one is probably of Slavic origin.

Though written sources are scarce, Z. Iviniskis identi- fies Kernavė as “one of Mintauaugų key cities where one of the major residences could have been located for a rather extended period of time” (Iviniskis, 1991, p. 177). H. Paskevičius regarded the town as Mintauaugų capital.

At the time of Traidenis, Kernavė remained an impor- tant, or maybe the most important residence of the duke. Both Z. Iviniskis (Iviniskis, 1991, p. 200) and V. Palutė (Palutė, 1971, p. 37) identify Traidenis as the duke of Kernavė. When the dynasty of Gediminaitės came to power, Kernavė and Vilniaus, according to E. Gudavičius, were the main centres of the domain, same as during the time of Traidenis (Gudavičius, 1999, p. 74). In the course of the 14th century, however, the situation changed to the disadvantage of the wooden Kernavė. From 1323, Vilniaus was mentioned as the capital of the country and brick fortresses were built according to a totally different fortification principle sprang up at the Old Trakai, Vilniaus, Medininkai, Kreivy, Kaunas and Lyda.

Nevertheless, what place does Kernavė occupy in the history of European towns? During the Middle Ages, the process of European urbanization was based on the foundations of towns of the Roman Empire. West European towns basically grew within the boundaries of the empire provinces. In Eastern Europe, these processes were inspired by the Byzantine culture. In the Baltic Sea basin urban cultures emerged as a consequence of the military and trade activities of the Vikings. In Russia, cities—trade centres developed due to the trade route connecting Scan- dinavian and Byzantine towns. Most of the later centres of Russian lands can also be regarded as cultural legacy of the disintegrated Kiev Russia. Furthermore, the de- velopment of European towns was inspired by the growing influence of the Catholic and Orthodox Churches. In this context, the Baltic lands are still a grey area in the develop- ment of the Christian European town, while the emer- gence of such centres as Kernavė and Vilniaus remains an object of scientific discussions.

The first three centuries of the 2nd millennium A. D. are characterized as a period of regrouping of political forces and cultural influences all over the Baltic area. At that time, same as at all times, Lithuania was situated at the crossroads of the Western and the Eastern worlds. Any cultural activity in the coastal or eastern Lithuania can be associated with changes of the geopolitical situa-
tion in the widespread European region. Assessment of their significance sheds light on the issues related to the emergence of the first towns, including Kernave, in Lithuania.

The beginnings of the earliest Lithuanian towns, bronze age towns, sprang up at the seaside. These include Palanga and Zardė (Klaipėda). It can be associated with the dynamic military and trade activities of the Scandinavian Vikings. These trade centres, however, existed just as long as Scandinavians needed them. In Lithuania, more substantial urban communities appeared only at the residences of eminent rulers, where craftsmen served the household of the ruler primarily on a compulsory basis.

“Towns” of the coastal area, in the meantime, never developed into significant land centres.

The balance of cultural activities in the 13th century were conspicuously in favour of eastern Lithuania. In the course of 100 years, a number of powerful, well-fortified hill-forts appeared, including those of Kernave, Maitaigu, Aukstaitvaris, etc. Cultural layers of the period excavated at fortified foot settlements witness a certain demographic bang, resulting in a significant increase of the population. The causes of the increasing activity in the area, which led to the emergence of the state, can be associated to the geopolitical changes of the country. Eastern Lithuania of the 11th-12th century was just a target in the expansionary policies of Kiev Russia. Russian towns, Grodno, Volovkoy, Słonim and Novogrudok appeared in the ethnic land of Litviniy as Russian border outposts. From the end of the 12th century, however, Lithuanians started attacking Russian lands themselves.

The situation changed even more dramatically after the great Mongolian – Tatar incursion. The above towns were isolated from their political and cultural roots. Mindaugas made a perfect use of the moment and annexed them to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

The complex of archaeological sites of mediaeval Kernave reflects the historical situation of the time. We can definitely claim that a mediaeval town with all the typical structures of defensive facilities and streets existed here as early as the second half of the 13th century. On the evidence of archaeological investigations, mediaeval Kernave was at its peak in the end of the 13th century and the first half of the 14th century. The Russian towns of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, located at the upper reaches of the Nemunas, in the meantime, were experiencing a noticeable decline of material culture (Zvygnot, 1983, p. 62). The quality and variety of articles manufactured by craftsmen was declining. According to Byelorussian archaeologists, this can again be explained by the Mongolian – Tatar forays into the lands and towns of southern Russia, closely connected to the upper Nemunas area – the Slavic towns of Black Russia. At the same time, this rather porous period is being defined as the “Kernave phase”. Thus, the decline of Russian towns coincides with the upsurge of Lithuania’s political power and, at the same time, with the economic boom of Kernave. This was doubtless related to changes in the balance of political forces. Control over crafts and trade was in the jurisdiction of the ruler, who was detaining terms in the political and military field.

The stationary archaeological excavations and fieldwalking surveys in the complex of Kernave’s mediaeval sites enable to define the boundaries of the town. The lower town in the “Pajuota” valley covered an area of not less than 11 ha, another 1.5 ha was occupied by buildings of craftsmen constructed on the 3rd – 4th centuries hill-fort. To date, the size of homesteads on the upper terrace is not precisely known, though it should not exceed 1 ha. Thus, the overall size of the inhabited area must have been 13.5 ha. One of the comprehensively excavated homesteads at “Pajuota” valley measured almost 1000 m², then the number of homesteads in the area could have totalled 135. The above figures, however, do not take into consideration the size of the streets and a probable market place. The actual number of farmsteads should be smaller, close to 80. On the evidence of demographic data, an average family both in Europe and Russia as well as Eastern countries, comprised 6 members. In such a case, at the time when Kernave flourished, its population could have totalled approximately 500 townsmen. According to data received during excavations of a contemporaneous cemetery and the indices of birth-and-death rates as well as the average life expectancy, we can again assume that up to 500 townsmen dwelt in Kernave during the last stage of its existence (second half of the 14th century) excluding the elite and the soldiery.

The same principle was applied to define the population at centres of Russian lands. The size of the town of the Grodno area in the 12th century can be illustrated by a few references: Kiev (~3000) – 37-45 thousand people (before the Mongolian – Tatar invasion); Novogrod – 30-35 thousand, other Russian lands and capitals of dukedoms – from 20 to 30 thousand residents (Zvygnot, 1983, p. 65). The latter towns were fortified – they were surrounded by a defensive wall. The homestead plot was limited in space and amounted to just around 400 m². This resulted in a higher density of the population amounting to 100-150 individuals per hectare, which is two to three times less than the figures from contemporary towns in Western Europe or Eastern countries (Zvygnot, 1983, p. 65). The density of the population in the town of Kernave was just 60 residents per hectare. Along with the population of the “Kernave phase” would have been much higher in the fortified, i.e. sparsely limited “Pilies kalnas” hill-fort.

In the context of the Great Duchy of Lithuania, the Slavic towns of Black Russia were closer to Kernave in terms of size and population density. The overall volume of the population in a town is believed to be reflected by the size of its fortified part, which served as a shelter for all the residence in the instance of attacks. Novogrudok and Słonim had a fortified territory of 3 ha, Volovkoy barely 1.5 ha. In the meantime, the size of the flat hilltop of the “Castle Hill” in Kernave totals 2 ha, while the total size of the defensive system of hill-forts is much larger. In any case, it should be taken into account that the size of the fortified part of a town, i.e. the hill-fort is conditioned by the natural landscape and does not reflect the factual size of the population.

Thus, what are the factors that stimulated the emergence and growth of Kernave? First of all, this is the founding of the state of Mindaugas. Residences of the Duke obtained a qualitatively new status. The increased economic and cultural needs of the feudal elite stimulated concentration of crafts at the manor of the Duke. The increased political and military power of the state provided conditions for the use of the potential of craftsmen from neighbouring lands in the development of towns. This can be particularly associated with the incorporation of Russian towns at the upper Nemunas, namely Grodno, Novogrudok, Volovkoy and Słonim into the Grand Duchy of Lithuania under the rule of Mindaugas. These towns maintained close ties with Kiev and other centres of southern Russia, especially before the great Mongolian – Tatar incursion. The craftsmen of the Black Russia adopted the high standard of craftsmanship achieved in the Kiev Russia, especially in the field of jewellery. This is reflected in manifestations of both applied and monumental arts. There were brick orthodox churches in Grodno, Novogrudok and Volovkoy as early as the 12th century. According to the data of archaeological investigations from Novogrudok, jewellers from Kiev worked there along with the local ones (Turenow, 1980, p. 96). As a matter of fact, the most skilled craftsmen of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania primarily had to work for the feudal elite. Thus, the produce of craftsmen of the Slavic towns mentioned above had to satisfy the needs of the Grand Duke of Lithuania and his entourage first of all. It is very likely that Slavic craftsmen who had long lasting jewellery making traditions worked at the residences of dukes in Lithuania. This is witnessed by 14th century hoards retrieved in the territory of Lithuania, namely Statkuliai, Gielogali and Kretinge. Along with the Lithuanian monetary units ingots and imported jewellery, these hoards contained ornaments exceptionally typical to the Baltic context, such as flat and horseshoe brooches (Daugaudas, 1968, p. 24). These, however, were produced with the help of intricate technologies of blackening and filigree, which were more familiar to Slavic craftsmen.

Thus, the town of Kernave emerged in the middle of the 13th century, in the neighbourhood of the castle and the residence of the Duke which by that time had become extremely powerful from the political and military point of view. The town rapidly developed at the end of the 13th and beginning of the 14th century with the help of the industrial potential of the centres of Black Russia which had longer lasting urban traditions.

On the evidence of the geopolitical situation as well as the historical and archaeological data of Kernave town, we can interpret the specific material of the 13th-14th centuries Kernave cemetery, which is untypical of provincial burial sites, and characterise the model of the town community.

By 1292 burials have been excavated at the 13th–14th century cemetery of Kernave. The date when exploitation of the cemetery came to an end corresponds to the date when the existence of the town came to an end, i.e. 1390. This is testified by finds of the first Lithuanian coins struck in 1387–1390, uncovered in the burials. The female burials are exceptionally rich and their grave goods represent a wide typological variety. Most of the finds are of local manufacture and some of these are typologically unique, though some are imports from the towns of Russia.

Though artefacts retrieved form the cemetery differ from the material of contemporaneous old cemeteries of Lithuania, they cannot be interpreted as artefacts of imported origin, as legacy of the Slavic community. The closest Slavic neighbours, the Krivichi, buried their dead individuals in barrows and, following the pagan tradition, deposited grave goods only until the 12th century inclusively, while the Kernave cemetery is dated to the second half of the 13th century, the year 1390. Furthermore, in terms of typology, finds from the Kernave cemetery have little in common with the artefacts of Krivich. In the 13th and 14th centuries Slavic townsmen were buried in the vicinity of churches and were virtually not furnished with grave goods. The Kernave cemetery, in contrast, was set up some distance away from the town and
displayed a purely pagan tradition of depositing supplementary grave goods in the burial. In many cases these include various everyday articles, such as knives, steels, spinning whorls, needle cases, keys and other. Neither does the cemetery have a strict orientation towards the west, which is typical of Christian burials. Though the western direction dominates, there are many graves oriented towards southwest and northwest. In general, it would not be logical to associate the Kernavė cemetery with the part of the community of a different ethnic, which was living there. The very size of the cemetery (approximately 5350 sq m) and the credible number of graves (about 1570) indicate that it was used to bury inhabitants of the Kernavė town in a wider sense.

Paradoxically, and somewhat painfully, the Lithuanian nature of Kernavė, in the context of towns of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, is testified by the absence of writing. I am not referring to writing on the level of the duke’s chancery (one stylus was found at the “Aiskuro kalnas” hill-fort), I am referring to everyday life. In the towns of Black Russia, for instance Novgorod, Grodno, Volhovsk and Slažinas, numerous examples of writing are found on various household articles such as pottery, bone artefacts and spinning whorls. Besides, a lot of metal styluses were found in these towns, which is indisputable evidence that Slavonic residing there already had their own script. Kernavė is just 150 km away from the towns mentioned above, but we do not have anything similar. Another attribute of every Slavic town since the 12th century, an orthodox church, does not exist, or maybe has not been found yet either. Thus, no traces of noticeable Slavic substratum have been found in the cultural layers of hill-forts and the town.

Some scholars claim that Lithuanians practised cremation until the official christening of Lithuania in 1387, which means that the inhumation cemetery of Kernavė should be regarded as legacy of Christian Slavs. Besides, not a single 13th or 14th century cremation burial has been found on the territory of Lithuania (in the narrow sense). The first cremation burials in barrows found in this region are dated to the 12th century. Consequently, in the case of Kernavė the inhumation custom of burial cannot serve as an indication of the nationality or confessional affiliation of the dead.

The urban community of Kernavė reached some prosperity at the end of the 13th century and existed for just about 100 years, but it represents a peculiar cultural phenomenon, influenced and shaped to a certain extent by external factors as illustrated by the analysis of groups of concrete artefacts.

Especially magnificent were the diadems found in as many as 30 graves. The number of graves that yielded diadems is greater than anywhere else. The plates of diadems display a surprising variety of the depicted symbols and ornaments. This must have been predetermined by a number of reasons. This type of head ornament is not of local origin (Kiev Rusia), hence the likely intermingling of symbols from both local and neighbouring cultures. Diadems found at the Kernavė cemetery were worn by residents of a mediaeval town, while distribution of symbols of neighbouring cultures in towns must have been much faster than the periphery. Symbols struck on the plates of diadems are obviously not of local origin. These include heraldic lilies (fig.1), styled animals, possibly lions (fig.2), palmettes (fig.3) and others. Some of the uncovered diadems, however, were decorated with local, pagan symbols, such as wreath-like (fig.4), a leaf of a tree, clover or just a simple geometrical pattern. The assumption that the plates of diadems with motifs atypical to the Balts could have been manufactured locally is backed by finds of birch bark decorated with comparative heraldic lilies and palmettes from a homestead of a bone craftsman.

A total of 45 diadems have been found in 6 cemeteries of Lithuania. All of these have been found in the eastern part of Lithuania, in the territory of the former Barrow Culture.

Similar diadems were also worn in contemporaneous centres of Russian lands. The distribution of these head ornaments reached its height in the 13th and 14th century cemeteries along the upper Nemunas. According to the data of A. Kvitakowskaia, a total of 35 examples of this ornament have been found at 11 cemeteries in this area (Kvitakowskaia, 1998, p. 242–243). Sites, which have yielded the majority of diadems, i. e. 40 specimens (72%) are located in a compact territory on the right bank of the Nemunas, in the basin of the Katra river, which many scholars consider to be Baltic. V. Sedov claims that this group of graves with stone cairns is the legacy of the Dainavas tribe of the Leningrians and believes that it signifies the outcome of the evolution of the earlier Javtingian stone barrows (Cezab, 1968, p. 26–28).

Diadems are not the only one manifestation of similarity between the Kernavė cemetery and Javtingian graves with stone cairns. Even grave goods from Kernavė and Javtingins grave sites, such as diadems, temple ornaments, necklaces, ring types and other are closely related. Russia was organising military raids to the Javtingian lands from the 10th century. Later on, the Duchies of Galīlė and Moscow intruded into these lands quite a few times.

Fig. 1. Kernavė, grave 177. Diadem plates, gilded silver (2.85 x 1.9 cm; 1.2 x 1 cm).
1 pav. Kernavė, kapas 177. Sidabrinės paauksės apgabalio plėšikėliai (2.85 x 1.9 cm; 1.2 x 1 cm).
Fotografavo Aritonas Baltrinaitis.

Fig. 2. Kernavė, grave 89. Diadem plates, silver (2.1 x 1.9 cm).
2 pav. Kernavė, kapas 89. Sidabrinės apgabalio plėšikėliai (2.1 x 1.9 cm).
Fotografavo Aritonas Baltrinaitis.

Fig. 3. Kernavė, grave 192. Diadem plates, gilded silver (2.27 x 1.7 cm; 0.9 x 0.9 cm).
3 pav. Kernavė, kapas 192. Sidabrinės paauksės apgabalio plėšikėliai (2.27 x 1.7 cm; 0.9 x 0.9 cm).
Fotografavo Aritonas Baltrinaitis.
Fig. 4. Kernavė, grave 157. Diadem plates, gilded silver (1.4×1.4 cm; 1.3×1.3 cm; 1.43×1.43 cm; 1.55×1.55 cm).
4 pav. Kernavė, kapas 157. Sidabrėnės pavinkstos angliškai plakėtos (1.4×1.4 cm; 1.3×1.3 cm; 1.43×1.43 cm; 1.55×1.55 cm). Fotografas Arūnas Balčiūnas.

Fig. 5. Kernavė, grave 21. Silver temple ornaments with three beads (Ø 4.4 cm), decorated with filigree.

Fig. 6. Kernavė, loose find. Gilded silver temple ornament with three beads (Ø 2 cm), the central bead is of filigree.

Fig. 7. Kernavė, grave 133. Gilded silver earrings (Ø 2.4 cm).
7 pav. Kernavė, kapas 133. Sidabrėnės pasakotų auskarai (Ø 2.4 cm). Fotografas Arūnas Balčiūnas.

Fig. 8. Kernavė, grave 175. Fragment of a silver necklace – a pendant in the shape of a stylised lily, an oblong bead with floral ornament and circular bead (6.3 cm; 3.5 cm; 1.1 cm).
8 pav. Kernavė, kapas 175. Sidabrėnės kaklo veinės fragmentas – stilizuotas lelijos formos kabantis, paigalas karolis, dekoruotas augaliniu ornamentu, bei apaštės karolis (6.3 cm; 3.5 cm; 1.1 cm). Fotografas Dalia Vaičiūnienė.

Fig. 9. Kernavė, grave 180. Necklace of three amber and one glass bead, three hollow buttons and cross (3.55×4.30 cm), gilded silver.
In the second half of the 13th century the Jatingian lands were ravaged by the Crusaders. In search for rescue, some Jatingians fled to Lithuania. Thus, the tradition of wearing diadems could have been adopted directly from the expelled Jatingians.

A survey of the find places of diadems enables to define an interesting distribution tendency. In Lithuania, the majority of diadems have been found at the township cemetery of Kernavė. The number of diadems retrieved from peripheral burial sites is insignificant and these are not as Eambryant. The situation in the territory of the Black Russia was quite the different, though. All the diadems with metal plates come from sites located at a distance from large centres, while township cemeteries have yielded only one ornament of this type found at Novogrudok. This situation can be explained by the fact that Grodno, Novogrudok and other larger centres of the region were Christian towns from their very establishment. In these places the traditions of furnishing burials with grave goods had been forgotten long ago. Kernavė, in the meantime, was one the centres of a formally pagan country Lithuania. This is most likely the reason why inhumation was already in practice though the custom of furnishing the dead with numerous grave goods continued all the same.

In Novogrudok, excavations of a workshop of a jeweller who worked with non-ferrous metals yielded two templates used to stamp quadrangular plates for diadems (38pppy, 1989, p. 129–138). F. Gurević claims, that this workshop belonged to a craftsman from Kiev, as a lot of parallels with artefacts manufactured in this town were established (Typepur, 1980, p. 96). As craftsman from Novogrudok had already mastered gold-plating technologies, this site could have served as one of the centres for manufacture of diadems. Nevertheless, the highest percentage of graves with diadems at the Kernavė cemetery leads to the opinion that they were manufactured locally. Most probably, craftsmen working at Kernavė knew the metal-plastic method employed to produce plates and the gold-plating techniques as well. This is also testified by isolated examples of diadem plates found in the cultural layers of the Kernavė town and hill-forts. A diadem decorated with plates in the shape of a four-leaf blossom has been recently found at the cemetery. Absolutely identical plates have been found during excavations of a craftsman’s, namely jeweller’s workshop in the “Pajauta” valley.

Thus, the collection of diadems from Kernavė gives a possibility to describe the character of the Kernavė town community. The distribution of this type of artefacts testifies to the existence of a Jatingian substrate, while the elaborate production technologies imply a Slavic substrate, and symbols struck on the plates indicate a religious and cultural syncretism of the community. The variety of types of temple ornaments and earrings discloses the multifaceted character of Kernavė community as well. The origin of the temple ornament of three silver beads found in grave 21 is doubtless Slavic (fig. 5). This is a typical ornament of Russian townspeople of the 12th and 13th centuries, exclusively characteristic of town communities. The temple ornaments have openwork beads decorated in filigree. According to F. Gurević, the Novogrudok jewellers were not familiar with the techniques of wire soldering (filigree) (Typepur, 1981, p. 130). As a matter of fact, artefacts of this type have not been found in the cultural layers of Black Russian towns. Ornaments which bear closest resemblance to the three-beaded temple ornaments from Kernavė have been retrieved from the cultural layers in Kiev, Riazan and other large centres of Russian lands dated to the period prior to the Great Mongolian—Tatar incursion. The cemetery has also yielded simpler three-beaded temple ornaments found in two burials and an especially ornate isolated example from a disturbed burial (fig. 6).

The manner of wearing earrings and temple ornaments should be associated with Slavic adornment traditions. Nevertheless, most of the earring types uncovered at Kernavė are also frequently found at the upper reaches of the Nemunas, in the Jatingian graves with cairns, as well as the earlier barrows built from stones. They are also known from the cultural layers of the Black Russian towns. We can thus maintain that earrings were ornaments of Slavic origin, but their usage traditions came to Kernavė in two ways, i. e. either as an article of trade from the townsmen themselves or directly from Jatingians who were much more affected by Slavic traditions. The mixed character of Kernavė community is also illustrated by ring earrings found in grave 133, the ends of which terminate in stylised heads of horses (fig. 7). Consequently, the ornament seems to be more typical of Slavs, but the décor, the zoomorphic head characteristic to Baltic horsehoe brooches, is of local origin.

No neck-rings typical of the Late Iron Age Balts have been found at Kernavė. These were replaced by necklaces noteworthy for the variety of constituent elements. Fragments of necklaces of "lily" shaped pendants (fig. 8) doubtlessly represent Slavic ornaments. Silver necklaces composed of this type pendants have been recovered in the most famous Lithuanian hoards of the 14th century (Statiliškis, Geligalioji). One intact necklace of this type
has been found in a burial dating to as late as the end of the 14th century in the territory of the churches of Kernavė. “Lily” shaped pendants are abundantly found in the hillforts and barrows of eastern Slavs, especially in the Smolensk area (Фоминута, 1987, p. 315-346). Their production centre closest to Kernavė was Novgorod. A template used for the production of pendants has been found there (Зыпрыо, 1987, p. 129, fig. 67:14).

The Kernavė cemetery has yielded necklaces with doubtlessly imported crossed thread with local amber beads (fig. 9). However, necklaces manufactured from local amber and amber pendants in rhomboid pendants exceptionally characteristic of the Balts have been found as well. As a matter of fact, in one case the rhomboid pendant was gilded which is not typical to articles of this type. Thus, the composition of necklaces and the origin of the components testify once more to the syncretic nature of the Kernavė community in both ethnic and confessional terms.

The most numerous group of ornaments recovered at Kernavė is that of rings. More than one hundred rings of different types have been found in both male and female burials. The majority of these are saucer-like or with a plated or broadened front part widespread in the large region of both the Slavs and the Balts. Notice should be made of these rings which are less common from the topological point of view, i.e. rings with glass settings manufactured from soldered wires (scan techniques) as well as hollow rings manufactured by the techniques of metalloplastic stamping. The cemetery yielded 9 rings with glass settings as well as 2 fragments (fig. 10). Fragments of 4 further rings with glass settings were found in the cultural layers of the town. Thus, in terms of the number of rings with glass settings the Kernavė complex of medieval archaeological sites is comparable to such trade and crafts centres as Kiev or Novgorod. One setting of this type rings was made of rock crystal instead of glass.

However, it is rather difficult to define whether these rings are imported or manufactured locally due to the simplicity and universality of composition. It is only the abundance of rings that leads to the opinion that they were manufactured by local jewelers.

From the technological point of view the most intricate are rings manufactured by scan techniques, furnished with glass settings and decorated with soldered wires and tiny cones. Three of these were found in the 13th-14th century cemetery of Kernavė, and 4 in graves of the end of the 14th century in the vicinity of churches (fig. 11). No analogues to these artefacts have been found in the archaeological material from the towns of Russia. The only one ring representing the same type from the technological and stylistic point of view was found in a burial with stone cairns at the Vezovčiñyna cemetery in the upper reaches of the Nemunas (Кудичукова, 1998, p. 11, photo 27). The fact that even 7 such rings were found at Kernavė as well as absence of these in the cultural layers and cemeteries of other towns lead to the opinion that they were manufactured by local jewelers. It is merely the complexity of techniques involved which indicates that the master who created them was well acquainted with the Slavic subtleties of manufacture and decoration of ornaments.

A further type of silver rings characteristic exceptionally to Kernavė medieaval monuments includes original hollow rings manufactured by metalloplastic stamping (fig. 12). Four of these have been found at the 13th-14th century cemetery. The fact that this is really a product of local jewelers is witnessed by a setting of an analogous ring found in the cultural layers of the town, in the workshop of a jeweller. There are no analogues to this ring type in the archaeological material of towns. A single ring of comparable manufacture was recovered in the hoard found at Staklėnai. An interesting motif was struck on the front part of these rings, representing a swastika in two cases and an oblique cross also in two cases. Thus, this is another demonstration of complex jewellery techniques assimilated from the Christian lands as well as pagan symbols swastikas displayed on one and the same artefact.

As regards other artefact groups and the overall archeological legacy of the medieaval town of Kernavė, it is obvious that local artefacts typical of the Baltic lands, such as horsehoe and flat brooches, various ring and pendent types as well as other articles dominate very conspicuously. Nonetheless, a certain cultural and confessional mutuality is characteristic to Kernavė as well as to any other medieaval town. The articles worn by townsfolk were not restricted to the narrow Baltic area but typical of the culture of medieaval towns of the wide region in general. In this context unique groups of objects that are typical exceptionally to the medieaval town of Kernavė stand out very clearly. Thus, we can recognize an exceptional urban culture which was born here and which regrettably existed for just a hundred years.

The Kernavė town community and its material culture are clearly distinguished in the general context of contemporary Lithuanian and Baltic archaeological sites. Finds from peripheral burial sites are articles manufactured by local jewelers and the influence of neighbouring cultures is very minute. In Kernavė, on the other hand, the existence of an urban community is clearly reflected by its receptivity to the material culture novelties of neighbouring towns. This community was more open, not shut up in its own shell. This was predetermiend by its internal structures. The specificity of the activities of craftsmen and merchants, contrary to that of farmers, required continuous contacts as the market was expanding. As the old local pagan world was challenged by the Christian culture, the urban community took up the role of a mediator. The townspeople lived in the vicinity of the manor of the duke of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, which had been more or less Christian since the times of Mindaugas. As Lithuania was leaning towards Christianity, the renunciation of paganism by members of the urban community served as a further step towards the granting of members of the elite. Pagan customs and Christian culture intertwined here as early as in the 13th century.

The cultural orientation of the Kernavė community was very clearly targeted at the neighbouring Slavic towns. Imports from western Europe have been recovered merely in the duke's residence on the “Aukuro kalnas” hillfort. Certain technologies used in the production of jewellery as well as their decorative elements were assimilated from Slavic craftsmen.

The rather large numbers of Slavic ornaments in graves testify to burials of members of an ethnically mixed community. These could have been craftsmen who came from foreign lands and worked for the household of the duke, merchants and their families. The fact that towns of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania were ethnically mixed is testified by historical sources as well. However we do not have any, even theoretical, possibilities to determine the percentage of foreigners in the community of medieaval Kernavė. Members of the Kernavė community are ethnically different Slavic origin did not constitute a separate unit in terms of organisation, as was the case with the Russian part of the town in Vilnius. The main element, which could have united the Slavic community of the time, i.e. an orthodox church, did not exist.

Some of the grave goods found at the cemetery are very close to artefacts of the Jutvingiai burial sites. Grave goods from Jutvingiai burials excavated at the upper Nemunas are practical identical to the material from Kernavė cemetery. We can thus claim that quite many members of the Kernavė community are of Jutvingian descent. Historical sources also mention the flight of Jutvingians to Lithuania to escape Russians and later on Germans.

Thus, the Kernavė complex of medieaval archaeological sites represents the urban culture and community of Lithuania in the 13th and 14th centuries. Structurally, it was a formation of the European context. Nonetheless, it was unique in its terms of internal still pagan world intertwined with the Christian culture and tradition. The cultural and religious syncretism defined the model of the Kernavė community from the organisational point of view. This situation stipulated the emergence of an exclusive material culture and even the appearance of specific artefacts, which are typical only to Kernavė.
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KARNĖVE LIETUVOS DIDŽIOSIOS KUNIGAIKŠTIES MIESTŲ KONTEKSTE

Gintautas Vėlius

Santrauka


Pietų Lietuvos vėlyvieji degintiniai kapinyai

Gintautas Zabiela

Lietuva į valstybinė stadiją įsgėjo nors ir velai, tačiau pa-
kankamai savaičių, įseitii į visuomenės epochą atsineškė daubrėg yra iškvaštinčių laikų pavelkėtų dalykų. Vienas jų yra vėlyvos mirusijų degintinio papročio, 1998 m. pasi-
rodo autorius straipsniu apie pavojaus širdies ir degintinio Lietuvos išsaugojimo savybę (Zabiela, 1998a) ne tik apibendrino iki to žinoma duomenis apie XII–XIV a. laikotarpius ypatybės darbąstejėje Lietuvos teritorijoje, tačiau ir sukėlė mokslinę diskusiją (Luchtanis, Velius, 2002). Tai rodo, kad iš pirmo žvilgsnio net gerai pažįstama laikotarpio problema tebėra mokslinių tyrimų objektas. Šiame straips-
nyje bandoma labiau sasibaigiantis ir vieną šios problemas aspektą – vėlyviusios Pietų Lietuvos degintinius kapi-
nymus. Norėtų prasėsniu 5 metų esinių duomenų, pa-
pildytią 1998 m. autorius surinktose duomenose (Zabiela, 1986a, b 364–367), neatsitvai, pasižiūrėjo kai kurį detalių, ku-
riaus irgi reikia įtraukti į mokslinę apvartą. Jos pavyksta jau šviesiom vožečiui, pasidėja labiau apibrėžti šių kapinių paplitimo teritoriją ir chronologingą erdvę.

Standžio žinoma 18 Pietų Lietuvos regiono (išskai
tant ir išdėvęs Balstogės teritoriją) vieną, kuriose rasta degintinių kapų liekanų (1 pav.), tačiau ir toliau jį Rūt-
tumo laipsnis lieka labai menkas. Prie 40–ies 1998 m. išskirtų degintinių kapų pristipėjo dar 9 kapai iš pilkapio Almenėlyje (Zakićonorč, 2001, c 413). Tačiau čia tyrinėjus pilkapis buvo smarkiai apgabale iškitojų, ką papildokškiai įskirti ne tikiliai, o tyrinėjimą pub-
lizacijoje pagrindinis dėmesys krypšiamas į apibrėžtas dir-
binio. Visai tai labai samkinė į pilkapio tyrinio duoménų naudojimą išsaugoti neįmanoma.

Turinį duomenų visuma darbu leidžia patikėti mažiau apibūdinti Pietų Lietuvos vėlyvieji degintinių kapinyų maštą, nes nežinoma, kiek galbūt duobų. Visų pirma kritikai pažvelga į pirminius faktus – pirmaisiai tyrinėjimų duomenis, nes ne visuomet tyrinėtojai sąveiką degintinių kapus atskirti nuo kitų objektų1 arba to

1 Didžiuojuose Likūkiose 1996 m. rastą 7 nelabai aik-
štos degintinių kapus (Svetikas, 1996, p. 6–9, 13; Zabiela, 1998, p. 305–320), visos tyrinėjo interpretojo kaip "ne-
šiskias paskirties duobes", kurios įraša rasta net 25 vienetai

2 2001 m. aptikta Merkinės senkapje tyrinėjant rasta "kuo, kaip manoma, kilusių iš šių rūšių degintinių kapų, ku-

kuris neturi mūsų XII-XIV a. Merkinės pilių, pagal ir Lokomab-
lio šventovečio parką (Kurkliūnaitė, Švarčauskas, Valči-

3 LNM AR 62:31 naujos šiam kapui skiriančios 7 tipų-
ytos lygios pavyzdžiai su didelės akmenės priemai ma-
šęs šiekis, kurias visiškai išimtis nebėra nėra įprastų. Tai bus bronzos–ankstyvojo geležies amžiaus keramika.